
2021 Access Control 
Trends Review

Nexkey, a leading innovator in cloud and mobile-based access control, surveyed 1771
people to learn about today’s trends in access control and the return to the workplace. If you

want to know more about Nexkey Smarter Access, go to nexkey.com.

Where do people work
today?

In office

Home office/ Remote

Hybrid

Workers returning
to the office

33.13%

31.88%

34.99%
Remote workers will return
to the office full-time or
part-time

91%

Will return by September
2021

87%

How do people feel about returning to the office?

68% of those returned feel satisfied
or very satisfied to be back in office

59% of those who will return are satisfied
or very satisfied with going back to
the office

How do you access the main
entrance of your workplace?

Smartphone
9.14%

Nothing
8.93%

Metal key
14.85%

Pin code
11.53%

Badge/key
card

43.51%

Key fob
10.38%

53% of office managers
said access control is more
important due to the
pandemic

36% admitted to losing 
or misplacing their key,
key card or fob to their
workplace

25% users let someone 
borrow their key, key
card or fob

33% have had to change
the locks because an
employee/coworker lost a
key or didn't return it (77%
had to in the last year at
least once, and 43% had to at
least 4X in the last year)

Workers continue to prioritize
security post pandemic

Using the smartphone to unlock 
offices increased dramatically

66% of office workers prefer security
over convenience

When asking users,
the Smartphone is the 
#1 choice to unlock 
their workplace

THE FUTURE
IS MOBILE
and cloud based
access control intelligence

64% of office managers are interested or very interested 
in managing access with a smartphone

only have 3 or less
doors with access
control

78% 
OF OFFICES 

want more doors to
have access control,
10% increase from
last year

85% 
OFFICE
MANAGERS

People want more access
control than last year

#1 reason why they don’t 
get more access control is
IT'S TOO EXPENSIVE

77% WOULD ONLY PAY
UNDER $1000 for an ideal
access control system

72% ARE WILLING TO
PAY $6-$30 PER MONTH
for an ideal access control
system

< $1000

$6-$30

People expect more value from their access control system

62%
want to see trends in
occupancy and space usage

To learn more about Nexkey, email us at info@nexkey.com.

5.5% 9.14%
2020 2021


